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1. INTRODUCTION
Throughout this paper, let G be a ﬁnite group and let F be the ﬁnite
ﬁeld of q-elements. Let HomGGLn q denote the set of all homomor-
phisms from G to the general linear group GLn q of degree n over F .
For any simple left FG-module V , the set EndFGV  consisting of all FG-
homomorphisms from V to itself is a division ring by Schur’s lemma (see
[2, (3.17)]), and hence EndFGV  is an extension ﬁeld of F . Suppose that
G is not a multiple of the characteristic of F , i.e., G = 0 in F . Then, by
Maschke’s theorem (see [2, (3.14)]), the group ring FG is semisimple. Let
V1 V2     Vr be a set of representatives of the isomorphism classes of
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simple left FG-modules. For each integer i with 1 ≤ i ≤ r, let di be the di-
mension of Vi over F , and let ei be the dimension of EndFGVi over F ; so
EndFGVi is the ﬁnite ﬁeld of qei -elements. In Section 2, using the repre-














If G is cyclic, the formula above concerns the number of elements in some
conjugacy classes of GLn q (see [4, pp. 270–272]). If q − 1 is a multiple
of expG, then EndFGVi = F for each i, i.e., F is a splitting ﬁeld for G
(see [2, (17.1)]). Also, using the results in [6], we will give the generating
functions of the numbers of homomorphisms from a ﬁnite cyclic group
whose order divides q− 1 to classical groups over F (see Theorem 3.2).
Since GLn q = qn − 1qn − q · · · qn − qn−1, the Rogers–



















1− q−5n+21− q−5n+3  (RR2)
Combining these formulas with the generating function above, we have the
following theorem, which includes [7, p. 27, Corollary].
Theorem 1.1. Suppose that q − 1 is a multiple of expG. Then r is the









1− q−5n+1r1− q−5n+4r 









1− q−5n+2r1− q−5n+3r 
If q − 1 is a multiple of G/G′, where G/G′ is the factor group of G
by the commutator subgroup G′, then HomGGLn q is a multiple
of G/G′ (see [7, p. 28, Theorem]); we can get this fact by applying q-
differentiation to the generating function of HomGGLn q (see Sec-
tion 5). Also, if q− 1 is a multiple of expG/G′, then HomGGLn q
is a multiple of G/G′ (see Theorem 6.1). The conjecture below is correct
in such a case.
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Conjecture [1]. For ﬁnite groups A and G,
HomAG ≡ 0mod gcdA/A′ G
The following theorem was proved in [8]:
Theorem A. For a ﬁnite group G and a ﬁnite abelian group A,
HomAG ≡ 0 mod gcdA G
If G is not abelian, let d be the smallest di with di > ei. Using Theo-
rem A, we will prove in Section 4 that∣∣HomGGLn q∣∣ ≡ 0mod gcd(G/G′ q− 1n−n/d)
where n/d denotes the greatest integer not exceeding n/d.
Let HomGGLn q denote the set of homomorphisms from G to























where the summation runs over all sequences k1 k2     kj of positive
integers summing to n.
2. THE FORMULA OF HomGGLn q
To start with, we prove the following.
Theorem 2.1. Let G be a ﬁnite group and let F be the ﬁnite ﬁeld of
q-elements. Suppose that G is not a multiple of the characteristic of F . Let
V1 V2     Vr be a set of representatives of the isomorphism classes of simple
left FG-modules. For each integer i with 1 ≤ i ≤ r, let di be the dimension of
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where the summation runs over all sequences n1 n2     nr of nonnega-


















Proof. Let V be the n-dimensional vector space over F and let GLV 
be the set of all invertible linear transformations from V to itself. Then
GLV  is a group isomorphic to GLn q. Take ϕ ∈ HomGGLV .
Then V is a left FG-module with respect to ϕ; we denote this left FG-








where n1 n2     nr are nonnegative integers that satisfy d1n1 + d2n2 +
· · · + drnr = n, and V nii denotes the direct sum of ni copies of Vi for each i.
In this decomposition, the sequence n1 n2     nr is uniquely determined
by ϕ in the sense of the Krull–Schmidt–Azumaya theorem (see [2, (6.12)]).
Let Hn1     nr denote the set consisting of all homomorphisms from G
to GLV  that determine the sequence n1 n2     nr as above. For each
σ ∈ GLV , deﬁne a homomorphism σϕ from G to GLV  by
σϕg = σϕgσ−1
for all g ∈ G. Then σ∈ GLV  induces a FG-isomorphism Vϕ  Vσϕ,
and hence σϕ ∈ Hn1     nr. Let AutFGVϕ be the subgroup of GLV 
consisting of all units in EndFGVϕ and let GLV /AutFGVϕ be the set
of all left cosets of AutFGVϕ in GLV . Then there exists a bijection
GLV /AutFGVϕ  σAutFGVϕ ↔ σϕ ∈ Hn1     nr
for all left cosets σAutFGVϕ. Thus we have
∣∣HomGGLn q∣∣ = ∑
d1n1+···+drnr=n
GLn q∣∣AutFG(⊕ri=1 V nii )∣∣ 
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because EndFGVi is the ﬁeld of qei -elements for each i. This completes
the proof of Theorem 2.1.
The next theorem also follows from the Rogers–Ramanujan identities.











1− q−ei5n+11− q−ei5n+4 











1− q−ei5n+21− q−ei5n+3 
Proof. By replacing q with qei in the formulas (RR1) and (RR2), we
can make the generating function in Theorem 2.1 into the desired formu-
las. Note that if G is abelian, di = ei for each i (see the proof of Proposi-
tion 4.2).
We denote the characteristic of F by p, i.e., q is a power of p. Let C be a
ﬁnite cyclic group, let P be its Sylow p-subgroup, and let V1 V2     Vr be
a set of representatives of the isomorphism classes of simple left FC/P-
modules. For each integer i with 1 ≤ i ≤ r, let di denote the dimension of
Vi over F and put qi = EndFC/PVi= qdi. Let Pn denote the set
of all partitions λ = λ1 λ2   , where λ1 ≥ λ2 ≥ · · · ≥ 0, of n with largest
part λ1 ≤ P. For λ = λ1 λ2    ∈ Pn, put mjλ = s  λs = j
and λ¯ =∑s − 1λs. We have the following.
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Proof. It follows from [4, pp. 181–182, 270–272] that














ϕmjλq−1i  = 1− q−1i  · · · 1− q
−mjλ
i  =


























and so the theorem follows.
3. THE CLASSICAL GROUPS
Let SLn q denote the special linear group over the ﬁnite ﬁeld of q-
elements. Let C2 be a cyclic group of order 2. By the proof of Theorem 2.1,
if q is odd, then
∣∣HomC2 SLn q∣∣ = n/2∑
k=0
GLn q
GL2k qGLn− 2k q 
Hence we have the following.






















Next, let us study the number of homomorphisms from a ﬁnite cyclic
group to the unitary groups Un q, the symplectic groups Sp2n q, and
the orthogonal groups O2n + 1 q, O+12n q, and O−12n q; the last
two orthogonal groups correspond to non-degenerate quadratic forms of
index n and n − 1, respectively. For the orders of these classical groups,
see, e.g., [6, pp. 33–34, 57–58].
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Theorem 3.2. Let C be a ﬁnite cyclic group whose order divides q− 1.


































































(4) Suppose that q is even. Let Gn denote Sp2n q  O2n + 1 q,





















Proof. Let us regard C as a subgroup of the cyclic group F − 0. For




c ∈ Ccr+1 = 1}
#+  c ⇔ c−r ∈ #−
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which yields the desired formula. Thus (1) follows.
Let us prove (2). Put m = 2+ C − 2/2. It follows from [6, pp. 36–38]








Hence we get the desired generating function. Thus (2) follows.
Likewise, (3) and (4) follow from [6, pp. 36–38, 58–62], respectively.
4. SOME PROPERTIES OF HomGGLn q
Let us turn to the various formulas of HomGGLn q. For a non-
negative integer n, deﬁne
n q =
{
1+ q+ · · · + qn−1 if n ≥ 1
0 if n = 0
and
n q! =
{ n qn− 1 q · · · 1 q if n ≥ 1
1 if n = 0
For a sequence n1 n2     nr of nonnegative integers summing to n,[
n
n1     nr
]
q
= n q!n1 q!n2 q! · · · nr  q!
is called the q-multinomial coefﬁcient. It is well known that the q-
multinomial coefﬁcient is a polynomial in q with nonnegative coefﬁcients
(see, e.g., [5, 1.3.17]).
Proposition 4.1. Let G be a ﬁnite group and let F be the ﬁnite ﬁeld of
q-elements. Suppose that G is not a multiple of the characteristic of F . Then
HomGGLn q is a polynomial in q with integer coefﬁcients. If q − 1
is a multiple of expG and if G is abelian, then HomGGLn q is a
polynomial in q with nonnegative integer coefﬁcients.
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Proof. We use the notation of Theorem 2.1. Let n1 n2     nr be a


































which is a polynomial in q with nonnegative integer coefﬁcients. Hence the
proposition follows from Theorem 2.1.
Example 4.1. Let G be a ﬁnite abelian group of order r. Suppose that
q− 1 is a multiple of expG. Then











∣∣HomGGL2 q∣∣ = r + rr − 1
2
q+ q2
and ∣∣HomGGL3 q∣∣ = r + rr − 1q2 + rr − 1r + 4
6
q3
+ rr − 1r + 1
3
q4
+ rr − 1r − 2
3
q5 + rr − 1r − 2
6
q6
Proposition 4.2. Under the hypotheses of Theorem 2.1, if di = ei for each






GLk q∏ri=l+1 GLni qei 
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(see [2, (3.22),(3.28),(3.32)]). So every simple left FG-module V with V =
EndFGV  is also a simple left FG/G′-module, and this correspondence
gives a bijection between the isomorphism classes of such simple left FG-
modules and the isomorphism classes of simple left FG/G′-modules.
Thus the proposition follows from Theorem 2.1.
Example 4.2. Let S3 denote the symmetric group on three letters. Sup-
pose that q− 1 is a multiple of 6. There are three simple left FS3-modules
whose dimensions are 1 1 2. Then∣∣HomS3GL2 q∣∣ = ∣∣HomC2GL2 q∣∣+ qq2 − 1
= 2 + q+ q2 + q3 − q
= 2 + q2 + q3
and∣∣HomS3GL3 q∣∣ = ∣∣HomC2GL3 q∣∣+ 2q3q3 − 1q+ 1
= 2(1+ q2 + q3 + q4)+ 2(−q3 − q4 + q6 + q7)
= 2(1+ q2 + q6 + q7)
Proposition 4.3. Under the hypotheses of Theorem 2.1, if d is the smallest
di with di > ei, then∣∣HomGGLn q∣∣ ≡ 0mod gcd(G/G′ q− 1n−n/d)
Proof. Let k be an integer with 0 ≤ k ≤ n. By Theorem A, HomG/G′
GLk q is a multiple of gcdG/G′ GLk q. Also, in Proposi-
tion 4.2,
GLn q
































Since nl+1 nl+2     nr ≥ 0 and
∑r
i=l+1 dini = n − k, n − k ≥ d
∑r
i=l+1 ni,
and hence n− k−∑ri=l+1 ni ≥ n− k− n− k/d. Therefore∣∣HomG/G′GLk q∣∣ GLn qGLk q∏ri=l+1 GLni qei
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is a multiple of gcdG/G′ q − 1n−n/d and so is HomGGLn q.
This completes the proof of Proposition 4.3.
5. q-DIFFERENTIATION
We will apply q-differentiation (see, e.g., [3, p. 22]) to the series in The-
orem 2.1. For a function ux, deﬁne
Bˆux = ux − uqx1− qx
(q-differentiation), and Qˆux = uqx. Let wx = uxvx. Then
Bˆwx = Bˆuxvx + QˆuxBˆvx (D1)
For nonnegative integers k and t with k ≥ t, let k t denote the set
consisting of all t-element subsets of k = 1 2     k if t ≥ 1, and let
k 0 = 0, where 0 is the empty set. For each σ ∈ k t, put
Tˆ σux = TˆkTˆk−1 · · · Tˆ1ux, where Tˆj = Bˆ if j ∈ σ , and is Qˆ otherwise.
Let Bˆkux = Tˆ kux where k ∈ k k, and let Qˆkux = Tˆ 0ux


















= k q!t q!k− t q! 
Then every q-multinomial coefﬁcient is expressed as a product of q-
binomial coefﬁcients. We show the following well known result.
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Proof. It sufﬁces to show the ﬁrst statement. By the deﬁnition,
QˆBˆux = uqx − uq
2x
1− qqx = q
−1BˆQˆux
Hence, for any σ = σ1 σ2     σt ∈ k t with σ1 < σ2 < · · · < σt ,
Tˆ σux = qσ1−1TˆkTˆk−1 · · · Tˆσ2Qˆσ2−2Bˆux
= q
∑j
s=1 σs− jj+12 TˆkTˆk−1 · · · Tˆσj+1Qˆσj+1−j−1Bˆjux
= q
∑t
s=1 σs− tt+12 Qˆk−tBˆtux
For each σ ∈ k t, put σ¯ = ∑ts=1 σs − tt + 1/2 if σ =σ1 σ2     σt =
0, and put 0 = 0. Then the fact above yields
Tˆ σux = qσ¯Qˆk−tBˆtux










Let t0 be an integer with 0 ≤ t0 ≤ k. Put ux = xt0 , vx = xk−t0 , and
wx = xk. Clearly, Bˆkwx = k q!. On the other hand, the formula
above yields Bˆkwx = fkt0qt0 q!k− t0 q!. Therefore
fkt0q =
k q!








Now, the lemma follows from the formulas (D3) and (D4).
Remark. The formula (D4) is similar to [5, 1.3.19].
The following theorem is an effect of q-differentiation.























dini − ki q!
for each positive integer k with k ≤ n.
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Proof. Let k be a positive integer and let k1 k2     kr be a sequence










converges for all ﬁnite values of x because q > 1. Put gix = Gqei xdi





























































by Theorem 2.1. The theorem follows from these results.
Remark. In this theorem, if k = n, the assertion is quite Theorem 2.1.
Corollary 5.1. Let G be a ﬁnite abelian group of order r. Suppose that













ni − nj − 1 q
]}

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Proof. It follows from Theorem 5.1 with k = 1 that∣∣HomGGLn q∣∣































GLnj − 1 qq− 1








i =j GLni q
· q
n+∑j−1i=1 ni−nj




















The corollary follows from this formula.
Corollary 5.1, together with Proposition 4.2, implies that if q − 1 is a
multiple of G/G′, then HomGGLn q is a multiple of G/G′.
6. FURTHER RESULTS
Let G be a ﬁnite group and let F be the ﬁnite ﬁeld of q-elements.
Hereafter, we need not suppose G = 0 in F . Let V be an n-dimensional
vector space over F and let v1 v2     vn be a basis for V . Deﬁne
HomGGLV  to be the set of homomorphisms ϕ from G to GLV 
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such that, for each integer k with 1 ≤ k ≤ n− 1, the two subspaces Vk and
Wk generated by v1 v2     vk and vk+1 vk+2     vn, respectively, are not
both G-submodules of V with respect to ϕ; i.e.,









Let us give the following elementary fact.
Theorem 6.1. Let cnG q denote either anG q or bnG q. Then
cnG q is a multiple of HomG/G′ F∗, where F∗ = F − 0. Especially,
if q− 1 is a multiple of expG/G′, then cnG q is a multiple of G/G′.
Proof. Let A = G/G′ and Aˆ = HomAF∗. Then Aˆ is a ﬁnite abelian
group under the multiplication deﬁned by f1f2g¯ = f1g¯f2g¯ for all f1
f2 ∈ Aˆ and g¯ ∈ A. There is an isomorphism ρ from Aˆ into the symmetric
group 1HomGGLV  on HomGGLV  deﬁned by
ρf ϕg = f gG′ϕg
for all f ∈ Aˆ, ϕ ∈ HomGGLV , and g ∈ G, where gG′∈ A denotes a
coset of G′. So Aˆ acts on HomGGLV  via the action ρ, and this action
is semi-regular. Hence anG q is a multiple of Aˆ. Likewise, bnG q is
a multiple of Aˆ. If q− 1 is a multiple of expA, then Aˆ is isomorphic to
A, and cnG q is a multiple of A. This proves the theorem.
We study the relations between anG q and bnG q. For a nonnega-
tive integer n, n denotes the set consisting of all sequences of positive
integers summing to n. (A bijection between n and the set of all subsets
of n− 1 is given in [5, p. 14].)






bk1G qbk2G q · · · bkj G q
Proof. We use induction on n. If n = 1, then clearly, a1G q =
b1G q. Assume that n > 1. By the deﬁnition,
anG q = 
n−1⋃
k=1
HomGGLVk ×GLWk + bnG q














bkG qan−kG q + bnG q
















bk1G qbk2G q · · · bkj G q + bnG q
This proves the proposition.
















bkG qan−kG q + bnG q
The corollary follows from this fact.
Let us make n into a partially ordered set (poset) by deﬁning
k1 k2     kj ≤ m1m2    ml
if there exists ji such that k1 + k2 + · · · + kji = m1 + m2 + · · · + mi for
each i. (The poset n is isomorphic to the boolean algebra of rank n− 1;
see [5, p. 107].) Deﬁne the mappings f and g from n to the set of
natural numbers by
f α = ak1G qak2G q · · · akj G q
and
gα = bk1G qbk2G q · · · bkj G q
for α = k1 k2     kj ∈ n.
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Corollary 6.2. Under the notation above,
f β = ∑
α≤β
gα
for all β ∈ n.












bk1G qbk2G q · · · bkj G q
Hence the corollary follows.
For α = k1 k2     kj and β = m1m2    ml ∈ n, put
4αβ = j − l if α ≤ β. (The number 4αβ is just the length of
interval αβ deﬁned in [5, p. 99].) The Mo¨bius function µ of n is
deﬁned inductively by
µα α = 1 for all α ∈ n
µαβ = − ∑
α≤γ<β
µα γ for all α < β in n







i!4αβ − i! =
{
1 if α = β
0 otherwise.
Now the Mo¨bius inversion formula (see [5, 3.7.1]), together with Corollary
6.2, yields the following.




for all β ∈ n.






ak1G qak2G q · · · akj G q
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Example 6.1. Suppose that G is a ﬁnite abelian group of order r and
that q− 1 is a multiple of expG. Then b1G q = a1G q = r,





b3G q = rr − 12 − r2r − 1q− rr − 12q2
+ rr − 1r + 4
6
q3 + rr − 1r + 1
3
q4
+ rr − 1r − 2
3
q5 + rr − 1r − 2
6
q6
Example 6.2. Suppose that q − 1 is a multiple of 6. Then b1S3 q =
a1S3 q = 2,
b2S3 q = −2 + q2 + q3
and
b3S3 q = 21− q2 − 2q3 + q6 + q7
Combining Corollary 6.3 with Proposition 4.3, we have the following.
Proposition 6.3. Under the hypotheses of Proposition 4.3,
bnG q ≡ 0 mod gcd
(G/G′ q− 1n−n/d)
Proof. For any k1 k2     kj ∈ n,
ak1G qak2G q · · · akj G q
is a multiple of gcdG/G′ q − 1∑ji=1ki−ki/d by Proposition 4.3, and
furthermore,
∑j
i=1ki − ki/d ≥ n− n/d. Hence the proposition follows
from Corollary 6.3.
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